


 
 

ABSTRACT 

A Phantom Study of In-beam PET Imaging for Proton Beam Range 

Verification 

by 

Kai Lou 

In-beam PET imaging is an advanced image-based method to verify the 

proton beam range for proton therapy by measuring proton-induced positron 

activity distribution and activity range. This study investigates the feasibility, 

accuracy and precision of the activity range measurement with a high-performance 

compact PET prototype system for in-beam PET imaging. An experiment with a 

homogeneous PMMA phantom and several Monte Carlo simulation studies are 

conducted. The results have shown that the prototype PET can provide reasonably 

good images for the activity range measurement even with low count statistics; the 

accuracy of activity range measurement reaches sub-millimeter; 11C is the dominant 

positron emission isotope contributing to the overall positron activity; the image 

quality and the precision of activity range measurement depend on the count 

statistics, and high count statistics leads to improved image quality and precision. 

Although the study is preliminary with simple system set-ups, it does provide 

interesting and important results which should lay the basis leading to future 

clinically relevant investigations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Proton Therapy, 

Proton Beam Range Uncertainty and 

Verification 

Proton therapy (PT) is becoming more and more popular in radiation 

oncology because of its unique energy deposition property. A proton beam has a 

finite range in a given tissue and most of its energy is deposited near the end of its 

path (the Bragg peak). Beyond its range, no energy is deposited. Knowledge of this 

energy distribution is advantageous in cancer treatment, since it can be used to treat 

deep tumors and spare surrounding healthy tissue. One challenging issue that 

impedes further clinical application of PT is proton beam range (BR) uncertainty, 

i.e., the accuracy with which the Bragg peak position can be predicted. Inaccurate BR 

prediction can lead to severe consequences (e.g. secondary cancer). Positron 

emission tomography (PET) imaging has been proposed as a mean of verifying the 

proton BR and reducing BR uncertainty [1-8]. 
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This chapter provides background material on PT, proton BR uncertainty, 

and BR verification by PET imaging. It also serves as an introduction to an important 

topic in this thesis, namely, BR verification by “in-beam” PET imaging. 

1.1. Proton Therapy 

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death in the United States and other 

countries around the world. In the Unites States, one in four deaths is caused by 

cancer [9]. The number of deaths from cancer in 2013 is projected to be 580,350 

[10]. With advanced cancer treatment, the cancer death rate has been declining in 

the past ten years, roughly by 1.5 % per year [10].  

Radiation therapy has been one of the main cancer treatment methods in 

oncology. Several technological innovations have been applied in radiation therapy 

mainly to reduce the dose to healthy tissue while maintaining the planned dose to 

tumor tissue. Advanced computed tomography (CT) imaging and patient alignment, 

intensity-modulated radiation therapy, and mega-voltage X-ray serve as examples. 

Another way to optimize dose deposition is to utilize the unique dose deposition 

characteristic of a proton beam in tissue. 

1.1.1. Advantage of Proton Therapy 

Different from the photon, high-energy charged particles, such as a proton, 

lose their energy more quickly as they slow down in tissue. This generates a dose 

deposition curve with a slowly rising entrance region followed by a sharp increase 
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near the end of beam range (BR) (Figure 1.1). The sharp increase is called the Bragg 

peak. Thus, most of the particle’s energy is deposited at a certain depth within tissue 

with no dose beyond the BR, since the particle stops at the end of the BR. This 

unique characteristic makes it possible to selectively deliver the radiation dose to 

the tumor tissue with reduced radiation to healthy tissue surrounding the tumor.  

 

Figure 1.1: Dose deposition curve of a proton beam. A proton beam focuses its 

dose around the Bragg peak and hence is advantageous to treat a tumor. 

Adapted From Miller [11]. 

The location of Bragg peak of a proton beam is determined by proton energy 

in the proton beam. By choosing and superimposing several pristine proton beams 

with different proton energies (hence different Bragg peaks), a Spread-Out Bragg 
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Peak (SOBP) is created to shape a high dose volume that precisely matches the 

tumor (Figure 1.2 (a)). A SOBP is close to an ideal dose distribution (Figure 1.2 (b)) 

in terms of the uniform dose distribution covering the tumor volume. Compared 

with photon therapy, PT can result in better dose control, lower healthy tissue 

damage and secondary cancer rate, and higher survival rate. Studies [12-14] verify 

the superiority of PT over photon therapy in dose control and health tissue 

complication.  

 

 

Figure 1.2: Spread-Out Brag Peak (SOBP). (a) Formation of a SOBP(red) by 

several pristine Bragg peaks (black). The SOBP is the sum of these pristine 

Bragg peaks shown in the figure. (b) Comparison of proton therapy and 

photon therapy.  Compared with a photon beam, a SOBP is closer to an ideal 

dose distribution, in terms of uniform dose on tumor and small dose on 

healthy tissues surrounding the tumor. Adapted from Smith [15, 16]. 

1.1.2. A  Brief History of Proton Therapy 

The idea of using high-energy proton beams to treat cancer was first 

proposed by Wilson in 1946 [17]. In this work, he illustrated the advantage of finite 
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BR of PT over other radiotherapies in treating tumor within healthy tissue. He also 

proposed the idea of SOBP to cover the tumor volume. Besides the proton, he also 

extended the idea to other light ions, such 4He and 12C. Because of the well-known 

transportation characteristic of the proton within material, he recommended the 

use of the proton over other light ions. 

The idea was realized several years later. In 1952, Tobias, Anger, and 

Lawrence implemented PT on mice [18] at the Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory (LBL). Animal experiments followed and the first treatment on a patient 

was conducted in 1954. Soon after the first publication of work at LBL, researchers 

at the Gustav Werner Institute (GWI), Sweden, performed a series of animal 

experiments to study the biological effect of PT. The first experiment on a patient at 

GWI was performed in 1957.  

Researchers at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory (HCL) were also among the 

pioneers advancing PT. Their utilization of Bragg peak started in 1959. In the 1960s, 

they focused on the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of proton beams by 

conducting experiments on biological tissues of plants, small animals and primates, 

which formed the foundation of clinical applications of the RBE concept. A 

collaboration was formed between the HCL and the Massachusetts General Hospital 

(MGH) to treat patients using PT.  

Researchers in other countries also pursued the development of PT. 

Research on Russia began in 1967 [19]. Japan joined in 1979 [20] and today has one 

of the main clinical programs in PT [21]. In 1980’s and 90’s, even more countries 
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began programs in PT, including the Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland), the 

Clatterbridge (UK), and the iThemba Laboratory (South Africa).  

The end of last century saw hospital-based PT facilities being built and put 

into operation. In 1990s, the first hospital-based proton therapy center was built in 

the Loma Linda University Medical Center. MGH built its own PT facility in 2001. 

The Proton Therapy Center (PTC) [22, 23] at MD Anderson Cancer Center began to 

treat patients in 2006. It utilizes the most sophisticated techniques to ensure 

powerful and precise proton delivery to patients. Figure 1.3 shows the layout of the 

PTC. As of December 2012, 3909 patients have been treated at the PTC for various 

cancers including brain cancer, liver cancer, prostate cancer and sarcomas. 

 

Figure 1.3:  Layout of the Proton Therapy Center, MD Anderson Cancer Center. 

From Smith [23]. 
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1.1.3. Proton Beam Delivery 

The proton beam delivery system is a critical component of the PT facility. 

This system (a) spreads and shapes proton beam laterally and (b) modulates the BR 

to create the desired 3D dose distribution in patients. In addition, the system 

monitors the proton energy and the overall dose, and feeds them back to adjust the 

proton beam in real time.  

Over the years, various methods have been developed to deliver the proton 

beam. These methods are broadly divided into two categories according to the 

scattering technology: passive scattering and spot scanning. 

Passive Scattering uses a high atomic number foil of uniform thickness in 

the delivery nozzle to scatter the proton beam laterally. Beyond the foil, the proton 

beam’s radial intensity can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Using the 

central part of the distribution via collimation, a small uniform-intensity field is 

produced (e.g. for eye treatment). To create a larger uniform intensity field, the 

beam is scattered by a second foil with a radial variation in thickness. This simple 

scattering technology lowers the cost of proton therapy facility and imposes no 

requirement on proton beam’s time structure.  

One disadvantage of passive scattering is the coupling of maximum beam 

diameter and maximum BR. To increase the beam diameter, the thickness of the 

second foil has to increase, which results in a reduced BR. Another disadvantage is 

the neutron flux produced by proton scattering within the foil. In addition, passive 

scattering requires a treatment-specific collimator to shape the proton beam 
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laterally and a range modulation wheel or ridge filter to create SOBP over the tumor 

volume. 

The other type of beam delivery system is called spot scanning. By changing 

the magnetic fields and proton energy, spot scanning produces a series of proton 

beams with different BRs and propagation directions to create a 3D dose 

distribution. This method removes the coupling between beam field and BR. Large 

field size (40×40 cm) can be achieved without reducing the maximum BR and the 

proton utilization efficiency. Also, a range modulation wheel and scattering foils 

aren’t required. So the secondary neutron flux induced by scattering is reduced.  

One recent innovation in spot scanning, called intensity modulated proton 

therapy (IMPT), relies on complex treatment planning systems and an intricate 

network of magnets to focus and aim several proton beams of different BRs and 

intensities to tumor tissue from multiple angles. This technique provides better 

dose distribution, increased dose to tumor site and reduced dose to surrounding 

tissue. Figure 1.4 shows an example of an IMPT system delivering four proton 

beams to form the desired dose distribution.  

The advantages of spot scanning method are built upon a complicated system. 

Some of its disadvantages are high cost and system complexity compared with 

passive scattering. In addition, IMPT might be good at delivering accurate and 

precise 3D dose distributions to tumor tissue, but it is also sensitive to target motion. 

This could be an important issue especially for treatments near critical organs (e.g. 

brain).   
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More general information about beam delivery techniques can be found in 

Chu et al [24]. 

 

Figure 1.4: An example of intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT). Four 

proton beams with different energies (different beam ranges) and different 

intensities are deliverred from four angles to form a uniform dose 

distribution covering the tumor volume and to incease the ratio of dose 

deposited at tumor and health tissues. From Smith [16]. 

1.2. Proton Beam Range Uncertainty 

As stated in the discussion on IMPT, target motion changes the path length of 

the proton beam within tissue and induces uncertainty in the value of BR. Other 

changes in treatment conditions could have the same impact on the accuracy of BR.  

Compared with photon therapy, incorporation of complicated dose distributions 
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makes PT sensitive to these changes. Figure 1.5 shows that for photon therapy the 

BR uncertainty cause little dose change on tumor and surrounding tissues, but BR 

uncertainty of proton therapy leads to severe consequences: the tumor tissue 

receives a diminished dosage and the healthy tissue takes an excessive dose that 

may lead to secondary cancers. Therefore, the proton BR uncertainty has been a 

major concern for the clinical application of PT. This section will introduce the 

source of proton BR uncertainty and methods to verify the proton BR.  

 

Figure 1.5: Impact of beam range uncertainty. Compared with photon therapy, 

proton therapy (including a single pristine proton beam and a SOBP) is 

vulnerable to beam range uncertainty. See the text for more details. From 

Knopf and Lomax  [25]. 

1.2.1. Source of Proton Beam Range Uncertainty 

Like photon therapy, all the latest technologies for PT planning are based on 

CT images: the Hounsfield Unit (HU), which describes the tissue density, is 

converted to proton stopping power using an analytical facility-specific pencil beam 

model. This conversion approach implies that the same material density has the 

same proton stopping power, but this contradicts reality. For example, different 

chemical compositions having the same density can have significant differences in 
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proton stopping power. Even small differences accumulated over the beam path 

length can lead to substantial BR uncertainty. Therefore, applying such a conversion 

scheme can result in error in predicting BR. Chvetsov and Paige [26] show that the 

BR error can be 4% for a 200 MeV proton beam. Using advanced CT imaging 

techniques, the BR error can be reduced but not eliminated. Yang et al. [27] report 

that the BR error can be reduced to 1% using dual energy CT. This, however, is still 

unsatisfactory.  

Other sources of BR uncertainty include CT image resolution[28], biological 

effects[29], and proton energy variation[30]. For example, because of poor CT image 

resolution, the error in BR can be up to 4 mm for a 2D heterogeneous random lung 

phantom and up to 38 mm for swine lung [28]. 

In summary, proton BR uncertainty has been a critical issue in clinical 

practice of PT, which obstructs further exploitation of proton’s unique dosimetric 

feature. Though efforts have been made to minimize the uncertainty in therapy 

planning, the results are limited. Consequently, high-precision BR measurements 

are necessary to better understand the problem of BR uncertainty and eventually 

eliminate the uncertainty. 

1.2.2. Proton Beam Range Verification Methods 

Based on proton-induced effects, a number of BR verification methods have 

been proposed. The most mature method is Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 
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imaging, which has been intensively studied over the last two decades. Details of 

this method will be discussed in the following section (1.3).  

Another method is Prompt Gamma (PG) imaging, which uses the prompt 

gamma rays from the nuclei excitation. Along its path length, a proton particle 

collides with target nuclei, exciting them through inelastic interactions. In the de-

excitation process, target nuclei emit a gamma ray whose distribution is correlated 

with the proton flux. Consequently, the PG distribution can be used to calculate the 

proton BR, thus providing a real-time measurement of BR. A study has shown that 

its accuracy can reach a few millimeters [31]. Thus, its feasibility of BR verification 

has been demonstrated.  

Clinical application of PG imaging has not succeeded so far mainly due to the 

difficulty in developing an adequate PG detector. High-energy PG detection requires 

thick collimators, which is not reasonable for conventional gamma cameras. 

Researchers propose a conceptual PG camera with a slit collimator to obtain a 1D 

projection of the beam path on a scintillation detector [32]. However, 1D BR 

verification is impractical for large tumors. 

MRI imaging has also been proposed to measure the BR by detecting the 

change of tissue caused by proton irradiation [33]. The correlation of tissue change 

with proton BR has been studied but not fully understood. More studies are needed 

to demonstrate the feasibility of this method. 

A comprehensive review of all the BR verification methods can be found in 

Knopf and Lomax [25]. 
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1.3. Proton Beam Range Verification by PET Imaging 

PET imaging is a promising method for in-vivo, 3D and noninvasive 

verification of BR in patients [1, 34-37]. This method is based on the detection of the 

positron activity from proton-induced positron emission isotopes, which is 

correlated with the dose distribution of a proton beam.  

1.3.1. Proton-Induced Positron Emission Isotopes 

When traveling inside tissue, some proton particles collide with the nuclei 

and generate positron emission isotopes through nuclear reactions. The probability 

that a nuclear reaction occurs is represented by the nuclear cross section. Figure 1.6 

shows the nuclear cross sections for the three most abundant isotopes, 11C, 13N, and 

15O. Each nuclear cross section has a threshold, which is usually 10-20 MeV. It 

means that protons continue to travel about 1-4 mm in tissue after the final nuclear 

reaction. So the distributions of these isotopes and their positron activity are 

correlated with, but not equal to the dose distribution.  
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Figure 1.6: Nuclear cross sections of nuclear reactions that generate the three 

most abundant positron emission isotopes in proton therapy. Each nuclear 

cross section has a threshold, below which no nuclear reaction happens. 

Consequently, these isotopes’ distributions are correlated with, but not equal 

to the dose distribution. PET measure the positron activity from these proton-

induced isotopes instead of the dose itself. Adapted from Cho et al [38]. 

1.3.2. Verification Principle 

PET imaging measures the positron activity distribution instead of the dose 

distribution. How to use the measured positron activity range (AR) to verify the 

beam range (BR) is an ongoing research topic.  

One established method is to use the Monte Carlo (MC) simulated AR from 

treatment planning and compare with the measured one [2, 4, 39]. Assuming the 

correlation between AR and BR is the same for both measurement and MC 
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simulation, AR difference between measurement and MC simulation reflects the BR 

uncertainty between therapy and treatment planning. Figure 1.7 shows an example 

of the method [40]. The left image is the simulated AR array, the middle one is the 

measured AR array, and the right one is the difference array that represent the BR 

uncertainty. In a word, PET imaging verifies the BR by measuring the AR of positron 

activity distribution. 

 

Figure 1.7: An example of using the difference between measured and 

simulated acitvity range (AR) to predict beam range (BR) uncertainty. In PET 

imaging method, the difference between measured and simulated AR 

represents the BR difference between the outcome and planning of a 

treatment. Adapted from Min et al [40].  

1.3.3. PET Imaging of Positron Activity Distribution 

The physics process of PET imaging in the PT application is identical to the 

one of traditional PET imaging. The first step is positron emission decay. A 

neutron-deficient isotope with mass number A and atomic number Z decays into a 

proton and a new isotope with mass number A-1 and atomic number Z-1, which is 

usually stable. The positron is slowed down by Coulomb force from electrons in the 
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environment and follows the “random walk” pattern, until it almost stops and 

generates a photon pair by annihilating with an electron. Alternatively, the positron 

can also form an unstable bound state      by capturing an electron, which results 

in either two-photon annihilation or three-photon annihilation. The latter 

annihilation case rarely occurs, hence is considered negligible. According to 

conservation of momentum and energy, each gamma photon from this positron-

electron annihilation has an energy of 511 KeV, which is equal to half of the rest 

mass of a positron and an electron. The high-energy photon pair can easily escape 

from the tissue with a high probability of being scattered (a function of photon 

energy, electron density and photon-scattering angle).  

The second step is detection of gamma photon pair. Using high-Z, high-

density scintillation crystals (e.g., bismuth germinate, gadolinium orthosilicate, or 

lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO)), a PET scanner can be employed to determine the 

line of response (LOR) of the gamma photon pair. This follows from the fact that the 

two gamma photons are generated and emitted simultaneously in opposite 

directions, hitting two scintillation detectors within a time frame of several 

nanoseconds. Two detections made within such a narrow time interval are viewed 

as a “coincidence event” resulting from an annihilation process located somewhere 

along a LOR drawn between these two detectors. In the scanning process, additional 

gamma rays emit, and additional coincidence events occur along each possible LOR. 

Image reconstruction is the last step. Accumulating a sufficient number of 

LORs, image reconstruction methods are used to reconstruct the positron activity 
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distribution. Numerical methods applied in the reconstruction process, generally fall 

into two categories: analytical and iterative methods.  

Generally, the analytical method frames image reconstruction as a classical 

inverse problem. It is based on the line-integral model that the number of 

coincidence events detected by one detector pair is proportional to the positron 

activity along the LOR. The analytical method reconstructs the image by numerically 

solving the inverse problem. Because of its simplicity and linear property, the 

analytical method has long been established as a standard approach in clinical 

practice. However, its accuracy is limited by the simple line-integral model that 

doesn’t fully model the physics of photon transportation and attenuation.  

To avoid the shortcomings of the analytical method, the iterative method 

frames the image reconstruction process closer to reality. It maps the positron 

activity distribution to the coincidence distribution in a general way that can 

incorporate photon transportation and attenuation, system configuration, statistical 

noise, and even the image itself in the Bayesian method. Although the iterative 

method requires large amounts of storage space and computation time, it is more 

accurate than the analytical method.  

More information about reconstruction algorithms can be found in Qi and 

Leahy [41].  
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Figure 1.8: Schematic drawing of PET imaging process. In the figure, 11C is 

shown but it could be other positron emission isotopes. Adapted from Miller 

[42]. 

1.3.4. Different PET Imaging Protocols 

Several PET imaging protocols have been implemented to utilize different 

parts of the positron activity curve that is acquired during and after proton 

irradiation. One data acquisition protocol is implemented during proton irradiation, 

thus acquiring positron-electron annihilation data from the build-up part of the 
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activity curve [43]. This is termed “in-beam” PET imaging. It requires a customized 

PET system, one that can be installed on the dose delivery gantry and function 

properly in a high-radiation environment (very demanding).  

Alternatively, data can be collected within a short time after proton 

irradiation in the same room, either by moving patients to a fixed PET system [44] 

or by wheeling a movable PET system to patients [40]. This data acquisition 

protocol is known as “in-room” PET imaging. Since acquisition takes place after 

proton irradiation, PET system requirements are less exacting, although the system 

still needs to be customized. 

The third approach is to utilize a commercial PET scanner [39], which is 

usually located outside of the treatment room. This data acquisition protocol is 

known as “off-line” PET imaging. Commercially available PET scanners can be used, 

so customized PET is not required and costs are reduced. However, a patient 

transportation time of 2-20 min is necessary, which not only increases treatment 

duration but also results in missing data. Figure 1.9 illustrates the differences 

between the three strategies. 
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Figure 1.9: Different PET imaging protocols. The yellow shadow represents 

the time region that proton irradiation is on while the blue shadow means 

proton irradiation is off. 

1.3.4.1. Source of Inaccuracy 

Though different protocols use different parts of the activity curve, their aims 

are identical: using the positron activity distribution (PAD) to obtain the dose 

distribution by their correlation. The strong correlation can be weakened by two 

effects: isotope decay and biological “wash-out”.  

After the generation, isotopes decay according to their half-life time (T1/2). 

11C (T1/2  = 20 min), 13N (T1/2 = 10 min), and 15O (T1/2 = 5 min) are the three most 
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abundant isotopes, among which 15O is the dominant one because of the richness of 

16O in biological tissue. After the first several minutes following their generation, 

most of these isotopes (especially 15O whose half-time is short) have already 

decayed. Consequently, these positron signals are not detected by “in-room” and 

“off-line” acquisition protocols. Hence, “in-room” and “off-line” protocols result in a 

reduced correlation between the PAD and the dose distribution, which leads to 

error in the prediction of proton beam range. Another important effect is biological 

“wash-out”. Blood circulation removes isotopes and induces blurring in the PAD. 

This effect is more severe in “in-room” and “off-line” protocols than in “in-beam” 

protocols. 

A Monte Carlo simulation study [45] demonstrates the impact of these two 

effects on “in-beam” and “off-line” protocols. The “in-beam” PAD differs significantly 

from the “off-line” one (Figure 1.10). The “off-line” PAD mainly reflects the positron 

emitted by 11C and doesn’t capture the 15O’s positron contribution as the “in-beam” 

one does. Moreover, a comparison of the PADs with and without washout effect 

(Figure 1.10) shows that the “in-beam” PAD is far-less impacted by washout than 

the “off-line” PAD [45]. 

More details about these three protocols can be found in Shakirin et al [46]. 
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Figure 1.10: Positron activity distribution (PAD) detected by “in-beam” and 

“off-line” PET imaging protocols, with and without “biological washout” effect. 

Compared with “off-line” protocol, “in-beam” PET imaging protocol can 

capture the signal from short half-life time isotopes (such as 15O) and is 

impacted little by “biological washout” effect.  Adapted from Parodi [45]. 

1.3.4.2. Hardware Requirement of “In-beam” PET Imaging 

Though “in-beam” PET imaging is an appealing approach, several issues 

hinder its broad application. High requirement on hardware is certainly one of 
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them. Secondary particles are generated by proton irradiation [47] and they may 

impose severe damage on the hardware. The main component damaged by 

secondary particles is photon sensor that is either photomultiplier tube (PMT) or 

semiconductor photon sensor (e.g. solid state photomultiplier (SSPM)). In general, a 

proton beam induces three types of particles: charged particle, gamma ray, and 

neutron. Usually charged particle can be easily shielded; gamma ray damaging the 

hardware rarely happens; but neutron is a problem. Proton-induced neutrons are 

difficult to shield. They usually fill the entire treatment room during proton 

irradiation, and can degrade the performance of PMT severely. SSPM is even more 

sensitive to neutron damage. 

Several other issues are noteworthy. For flexible positioning of patients and 

the proton portal, “in-beam” PET systems usually adopt the dual-panel system 

configuration [48], which results in a limited angle coverage. Although time-of-flight 

technique can be applied to reduce image artifacts brought by the limited angle 

coverage [5], it is expensive and brings technique complexity. In addition, it is 

challenging to integrate a PET system to the proton delivery system because the 

integration is restricted to the geometry of the proton delivery system. 

1.4. Introduction to the Thesis 

While the principle and potential benefit of “in-beam” PET imaging for beam 

range (BR) verification has been well received, it is still at the infancy in developing 

a practical “in-beam” PET scanner for clinical applications. The PET prototype 
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system [49] developed in our group has several technical advantages that include 

depth-of-interaction (DOI) measurement capability [50], compact system geometry 

with latest SSPM-based detector arrays, and advanced readout electronics [51]. 

These advantages lead to high imaging performance and, in principle, can be used to 

measure activity range (AR) and to verify BR. To evaluate its capability, understand 

its advantages and limitations for PT applications, and guide the design of a full scale 

system, a preliminary experiment has been conducted. The thesis is focused on the 

processing and analysis of data from the experiment and a Monte Carlo simulation 

of the experiment.  

The thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 describes a phantom 

experiment of proton beam range verification using the PET prototype with “in-

beam” PET image protocol. Chapter 3 describes a MC simulation of the experiment. 

The development of data process and analysis tools is covered in Chapter 4. Chapter 

5 focuses on the results of AR measurement and its accuracy dependence on data 

sources, selections, and analysis methods. Chapter 6 presents two further studies 

with Monte Carlo simulations. As a summary, Chapter 7 provides a conclusion to the 

study. 
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Figure 1.11: Flow chart of the thesis
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Chapter 2 

In-beam Activity Range Measurement 

by a Prototype PET 

2.1. Chapter Overview 

This chapter focuses on the description of an experiment about in-beam 

activity range (AR) measurement using the PET prototype system developed by our 

group. First, we introduce the experimental set-up and the data acquisition 

procedure. Because the proton therapy environment is full of neutrons [52] that 

may damage the photon detectors [53], the second part of this chapter evaluates the 

PET system performance before, during, and after proton irradiations using a 22Na 

disk-shaped radioactive source. 
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2.2. In-beam PET Imaging Experiment 

2.2.1. Prototype System 

The PET prototype system (Figure 2.1) has a dual-panel configuration with 

two face-to-face detector panels separated by 61 mm. Each panel contains 2×2 

(tangential × axial) detector modules (each with 16.5×16.5×30 mm3 detecting 

volume), resulting in 30 mm axial field of view (FOV), which is long enough to 

capture the distal fall-off edge of positron activity distribution. Each detector 

module has 8×8 LYSO crystals. The crystal size is 1.85×1.85×30 mm3, making the 

intrinsic stopping power in its axial direction to be 95 %. That level is higher than 

most commercial compact PET systems for brain and small animal imaging 

applications [54]. The PET prototype adopts the latest solid state photomultiplier 

(SSPM, SensL Technologies Ltd.) as its photon sensor, which results in improved 

detector performance and compact packaging. To resolve the severe parallax error, 

the prototype uses dual-end readout technique [50] to calculate the depth of 

interaction (DOI).  
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Figure 2.1: The prototpe system. (a) Close view. The detector module is 

connected to the the electronic panels (ASIC , D-FPGA, and S-FPGA) by flex 

cables. (b) System set-up during the experiment. The prototype was mounted 

on a movable couch. Behind the prototype was the proton gantry, where the 

proton beam was ejected. 

2.2.2. Experiment Set-up 

The experiment was conducted at the treatment room with passive scatter 

beams at the Proton Therapy Center inside MD Anderson Cancer Center [23]. The 

energy of pristine proton beams from the cyclotron was 200 MeV. After passing 

through the passive-scattered beam delivery system, the beam energy was reduced 

to 179.2 MeV and the beam diameter was collimated to 5 mm. Each proton beam 

consisted of 50 beam spills. Each spill had 0.5 sec duration, followed by a 1.5 sec 

pause. The delivered dose of each proton beam was 800 monitor units (MU). 
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Figure 2.2: Proton beam structure. (a) The spatial proton beam structure. (b) 

The temporal proton beam pattern. 

Proton beams were delivered to a uniform cylindrical polymethyl 

methacrylate (PMMA) phantom of 290 mm axial length and 38 mm diameter. The 

PMMA phantom was placed at the center of prototype’s field of view (FOV) and its 

position was controlled by a linear stage. PMMA was chosen as the phantom 

material for two reasons. One was that its composition (C5H8O2) resembled 

biological tissues. Thus, nuclear reactions that occurred in the phantom were similar 

to those in biological tissues. The other reason was that the cross sections of nuclear 

reactions in PMMA were known experimentally [2]. Consequently, Monte Carlo 

simulations could be performed using these known cross-sections to emulate the 

measured positron activity distribution.  

To evaluate the system performance, a 22Na disk source (1.4 MBq, 5 mm 

diameter, 0.5 mm thickness) was attached to the phantom. Any change in the 
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detection of the disk source represented a potential damage of the prototype from 

proton irradiation. 

 

Figure 2.3: Schematic Experiment Set-up. The PET prototype was placed 380 

mm from the final collimator of proton delivery system with a PMMA phantom 

in its center. The theoritical activity range was estimated to be 188 mm. Thus, 

the distance from the proton-entrance end of the PMMA phantom to the center 

of FOV was set to 188 mm. 

2.2.3. Experiment Procedure  

The experiment procedure was designed to acquire two types of coincidence 

events: the “range-acquisition” data for measuring the positron activity range, and 

the “system-monitoring” data for evaluating the system performance. In particular, 
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the “system-monitoring” data had 3 sets that were acquired before, during, and after 

proton irradiation, respectively.   

At the beginning of the experiment, the first “system-monitoring” data set 

was acquired. The 22Na source was moved to the center of FOV (CFOV), and a full-

tomographic imaging data (system-monitoring) was taken with detectors at 9 

different views over 180 degrees and 30 sec acquisition time at each view. 

2.2.3.1.  Adjustment of Phantom Position 

Before acquiring the rest data, it was necessary to adjust the position of the 

phantom. The reason was that the distal edge of Bragg peak and activity peak 

spanned several centimeters [55], which was comparable to the axial FOV of the 

prototype. Thus, it was possible that part of the edge might be near the boundary of 

the FOV or even outside of the FOV. This can cause significant errors in AR 

measurement.  

To adjust the phantom position, one first needs to know where the activity 

peak was located. A quick method called the "Crystal-layer" method was developed 

to estimate the location of the activity.  This involved delivering several test proton 

beams to the phantom.  The resulting activity peak was moved to the center of the 

FOV by adjusting the position of the phantom. 

The Crystal-layer method exploited one feature of the experimental set-up, 

namely that the axial direction of the PET prototype, the propagation direction of 

proton beam and the axial direction of the PMMA phantom were all the same. So the 
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sums of positron activity in the trans-axial plane roughly equaled to its axial 

distribution. From the axial distribution, the activity peak can be easily found. A 

detailed description of the method follows. 

The prototype had 16 crystals in the axial direction. Each crystal was given a 

number (0, 1, … , 15) according to its axial location. The crystals that shared the 

same axial number were defined as a crystal layer. Thus, the system had 16 crystal 

layers. The FOV was divided into 16 parts and each part was covered by a crystal 

layer. Correspondingly, the positron activity distribution was also divided into 16 

parts (Figure 2.4). The positron activity that was detected by the crystals in the 

same crystal layer was summed up to form the 16-data-point axial distribution 

curve (C0, C1, …, C15). 
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Figure 2.4: The "Crystal Layer" method of approximation. The positron 

activity distribution was divided into 16 parts. The positron activty in each 

parts was approximated by the number of coincidence events detected by the 

crystals in the same corresponding crystal layer. Thus, a 16-points axial 

positron activity curve was obtained. 

All the detected coincidences were examined whether both of its photons 

were detected by the crystals in the same crystal layer or not. If so, the coincidence 

number (Ci, i = 0, 1, … , 15, all set to zero at the beginning) in the corresponding 

crystal layer augmented the count. If not, the coincidence was neglected. At the end, 

the axial activity curve (Ci) was generated.  
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Figure 2.5: Criterion of the “Crystal Layer” method. (a) Events occurring within 

the same crystal, C2 augment the count. (b) Events detected in different crystal 

layers are neglected. 

Two applications of the method are showed in Figure 2.6 using data from the 

testing process. The “Under Shooting” curve represented the situation where the 

activity peak was located outside of the FOV. Consequently, the peak was moved 

toward the center of the FOV (CFOV) by moving the linear stage. After several such 

adjustments, the “Good Shooting” curve was obtained, which implied that the 

activity peak was around the CFOV. During the experiment, it took less than 30 sec 

to generate such a curve. The Crystal-layer method was found to be efficient in 

estimating the AR, but its accuracy was limited by the size of the crystal element (1.9 

mm in the prototype). 
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Figure 2.6: Axial Activity Curves from Testing Process. The low coincidence 

number in the “Under Shooting” curve was due to the background activity. See 

text for details. 

2.2.3.2. Data Acquisition 

After phantom adjustment, the system began to acquire the “range-

acquisition” data and the rest “system-monitoring” data. Each range-acquisition 

started from the onset of proton irradiation to 300 sec post-irradiation, with the 

detectors set at a fixed view. About 15 min after the each range-acquisition (for 

minimizing the residual proton-induced background activity), the 22Na source was 

moved to the CFOV and a 30-sec system-monitoring data was taken with detectors 
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at the same view. After that, detectors were rotated by 20 degrees to the next view, 

and the phantom was moved to the range-acquisition position (where the activity 

peak was covered within the FOV). Data acquisition followed. In all, 9 proton beams 

irradiated the phantom, and 2 datasets from 9 different views over 180 degrees 

were acquired. 

At the end of the experiment, another full-tomographic imaging data 

(system-monitoring) of the 22Na source was also acquired. 

 

Figure 2.7: : Transaxial view of PET prototype.  During the experiment, the 

system was rotated by 20 degrees after each proton irradiation. 

2.3. Prototype System Performance  

We used two metrics, the image of disk source and energy spectra of 

detected photons, to evaluate prototype system performance. Energy information is 

important for a PET system since some photons are scattered and lose parts of their 
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energy prior to being detected by PET. Scatter coincidences can be detected using 

the energy information, allowing them to be removed during the image 

reconstruction process [56]. 

2.3.1. Energy Spectra of Disk Source 

By comparing the energy spectra of the nine sets of system monitoring data 

acquired during proton irradiation, it was possible to evaluate how the proton 

irradiation damaged the energy property of the prototype.  Figure 2.8 shows the 

nine energy spectra. All spectra had a clean photopeak, which was due to 511 KeV 

photon pairs generated by positron-electron annihilation. They also had a plateau 

less than 511 KeV because of the scattering when photons traveled through the 

phantom and LYSO crystals. Thus, the shape of the individual spectrum changed 

little in all nine data sets, however, the location of the photopeak changed. Figure 2.9 

shows the position of photopeak as a function of proton beam number. The 

photopeak shifted to lower value while the proton beam number increased, 

suggesting that the detector was slightly damaged by neutron irradiations. 

Maximum photopeak shifting was 6%, much smaller than the energy resolution of 

the system, which was 20%. We therefore conclude the damage by secondary 

particle (dominated by neutrons) was not severe.  

An ongoing research project in our group focuses on this issue. The position 

of photopeak is proportional to the gain of SSPM [57], hence the shifting of 

photopeak is due to the gain change of SSPM. The detailed mechanism of SSPM 

damage by neutron irradiations and corresponding remedies are beyond the scope 
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of this thesis. A simple and effective solution to the photopeak shifting is shifting the 

energy window accordingly, which has been applied in the data process.  

 

Figure 2.8: Energy Spectra of the Disk Source. The black arrows point to 

photopeaks. See text for details. 
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Figure 2.9: Photopeak shifting due to proton irradiation (mainly neutron 

damage). See text for details. 

2.3.2. Image of Disk Source 

Besides the energy spectra, the other metric was the image of disk source. 

The image property of the prototype was directly related to the activity range (AR) 

measurement. Any change in the image of disk source meant that the image 

property of the prototype had been damaged by proton irradiation and hence the 

AR measurement was not reliable. 
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We adopted the OSEM algorithm [58] to reconstruct the images of disk 

source before, during and after proton irradiation using the corresponding data 

(Figure 2.10). The shape of disk source in the images were very much the same, 

except a noticeable difference in locations between the prior and the during/after 

proton radiation images. That difference in location was due to the adjustment of 

phantom position. We measured the position difference between disk source during 

and after proton therapy, which should be zero. The measured value was 0.04 mm, 

much smaller than the system resolution 1.7 mm. Therefore, by applying proper 

energy windows, the impact of proton irradiation (mostly, neutron radiation) on the 

prototype's imaging property was able to be corrected. In particular, the source 

location and activity distribution were of critical importance in AR measurement. 

As a conclusion to this section, disk source was imaged by the PET prototype 

system to evaluate the prototype’s system performance in proton therapy 

environment. Though the detector performance was degraded by neutron radiation, 

the overall imaging performance was not deteriorated with proper data corrections, 

which was verified by the images of disk source. In summary, the system prototype 

was found to be functioning well.  Therefore the data acquired can be used (after 

certain corrections) for AR measurement. 
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Figure 2.10: Images of disk source before (a), during (b), and after (c) proton 

irradiation. Left column was the transverse (   ) plane, middle column the 

coronal (   ) plane, and right column the sagittal (   ) plane. The disk 

source has a 5 mm diameter and 0.5 mm thickness. 
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Chapter 3 

Monte Carlo Simulation of In-beam 

PET Imaging 

3.1. Chapter Overview 

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation has been widely applied in proton therapy [59-

63] and PET research [64-67] for decades. In this study, we apply MC simulation to 

provide a reference activity range (AR) to compare with experimental results, to 

better understand the factors that influence the AR measurement, and to guide the 

design and optimization of “in-beam” PET scanners.  

This chapter focuses on the MC simulation of in-beam PET imaging using the 

same proton beam structure, phantom, and PET configuration as described in 

Chapter 2. The simulation is divided into three consecutive steps. First, the 

transportation of proton beam within the delivery system and the PMMA phantom 

is simulated by Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) simulation package [68, 
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69]. Consequently, the production probabilities of positron emission isotopes (PEI) 

are derived. Following this, an analytical model about isotope build-up is employed 

to convert the production probabilities to the PEI distributions at the end of ith 

proton beam spill. Finally, the PEI distributions at the end of each spill are fed to 

GEANT 4 Application for Emission Tomography (GATE) simulation package [70] as 

the source to simulate the detection of positron activity by the PET prototype. 

 

Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Monte Carlo Simulation. 

3.2. MCNPX simulation 

MCNPX is a radiation transport code developed by the Los Alamos National 

Laboratory, to model the interaction of nearly all particles at all energy levels 

without additional time penalty. Its nuclear cross sections are based on the latest 

experimental results and physics models (if experimental results are not available). 

This code has been applied extensively in the field of proton therapy [71-74]. 

Based on MCNPX, Researchers in MD Anderson Cancer Center have 

developed an “in-house” code to incorporate the information about the proton 

delivery system [60]. Figure 3.2 shows the delivery system implemented in the 
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simulation, which is the same as the one used in the experiment. A proton beam is 

accelerated to 200 MeV by a synchrotron (not shown in the figure). It subsequently 

enters the nozzle, passes through a range modulator, the second scatter foil, a mid-

base plate, two pre-collimators, a snout, and the final collimator, before hitting the 

PMMA phantom. As the proton beam travels within the phantom, it interacts with 

nuclei via multiple Coulomb scattering, elastic and inelastic scattering, and nuclear 

interactions. Simulating all the interactions, we obtain the proton flux,  (       ), 

which represents the probability of a proton being at location (     ) with energy E. 

 

Figure 3.2: A schematic figure of the delivery system. (A) A range modulator 

wheel. (B) The second scatter foil. (C) A mid-base plate. (D, E) Two pre-

collimators. (F)  A fully retracted snout . (G) The final collimator. 
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Positron emission isotopes (PEI) are generated by nuclear reactions. Those 

isotopes’ production probabilities, denoted as   (         ) , represent the 

probability of isotope (   ) being produced at location (     ) by one proton. It is 

determined by both the proton flux and the nuclear cross section.  

We obtain the proton flux from the simulation. Nuclear cross sections are 

computed by Talys 1.2 [75] and denoted as   (     ), where C represents a nuclear 

reaction, E is the proton energy, and (A,Z) is the isotope. Different nuclear reactions 

may produce the same isotope. So the overall nuclear cross section for isotope (A, Z) 

is the sum of all these cross sections, 

 (     )  ∑     (     )    ( 3.1) 

where    is the ratio of the nuclear reaction.   (     ) is the probability of isotope 

(A, Z) being generated by one proton particle with energy E at location (     ). 

With the proton flux and the nuclear cross section, the production 

probability of isotopes (A, Z) is calculated: 

  (         )  ∫ (     )   (       )     ( 3.2) 

3.3. Isotope Build-up Model 

Once generated, an isotope decays according to its half-life time. Thus, 

isotope generation and decay happen simultaneously during proton irradiations, 

and the distributions of positron emission isotopes (PEI) in the PMMA phantom 
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depend not only on the production probability but also on the proton beam 

structure. We have adopted an analytical model [4, 76] to calculate the PEI 

distributions at the end of each spill. 

3.3.1. Model Assumption 

The model [4, 76] assumes that the proton beam structure (spatial and 

temporal), the number of proton particles in one beam, and the proton energy are 

all stable throughout the proton irradiations. Part of the assumption is valid given 

the current techniques in proton therapy facilities. Proton energy and the spatial 

beam structure are controlled by a synchrotron and a delivery nozzle. Their 

performance is carefully assessed before operation, and monitored and adjusted in 

real time during operation. Consequently, proton energy and the spatial beam 

structure are stable. Another parameter monitored during proton therapy is proton 

beam dose, which is critical for proton therapy, thus the total proton number in one 

proton beam is also stable. 

The assumption regarding the stability of the temporal beam structure 

however, may be invalid.  One positron activity curve from the measured range-

acquisition data is shown in Figure 3.3. The curve has 47 peaks. In examining the 

other eight curves in the set, we found that the number of peaks varied from 47 to 

51. Since each beam spill induces a peak in the activity curve, the variation of peak 

number demonstrates that the temporal beam structure is not stable throughout the 

nine proton beams. However, the variation may not have a great impact on PEI 

distributions mainly because the interval between consecutive spills (1.5 sec) is 
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much smaller than the half-life time of the three most abundant isotopes (11C, 13N, 

and 15O). An example is given after the model derivation to validate the assumption. 

In the following derivation, we assume the temporal beam structure is stable and 

the spill number is 50. 

 

Figure 3.3: Counting rate curve of the range-acquisition data (the irradiation-

on part). One beam spill induces a peak in the curve.  

3.3.2. Derivation 

Based on the model assumption, the probability production   (         ) is 

the same for all protons. The spill duration (  =0.5 sec) and the following pause 
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(  =1.5 sec) are the same for every spill. We set the beginning time of proton 

irradiation as 0, then the time of the end of ith spill, 

     (     )         ( 3.3) 

where i = 1, 2, … , 50. 

For      (when the first spill is on), the PEI distributions is denoted as 

 (           ). Setting the intensity of proton beam as A (number of protons per 

second),  (           ) follows the differential equation: 

  (           )

  
    (         )       (           )  ( 3.4) 

where      is the decay constant for isotope (A, Z). The first term on the right of the 

equation represents isotope generation and the second one represents isotope 

decay. Solving the differential equation yields: 

 (           )  
   (         )

    
(     (      ))                   

( 3.5) 

Hence, 

 (            )  
   (         )

    
(     (       )).  ( 3.6) 
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Isotopes generated during the first spill decay according to the decay constant. At 

the end of second spill, PEI distributions consist of two parts: the newly generated 

isotopes (
   (         )

    
(     (       ))) and the residue isotopes from the first 

spill ( (            )      (     (     ))). So the distributions at the end of 

second spill are: 

 (            )   (            )(     (     (     ))). ( 3.7) 

Extending the equation recursively, the PEI distributions at the end of ith spill are: 

 (            )

   (            )∑    (      (     ))

   

   

  (            )
   (       (     ))   

   (     (     ))   
  

( 3.8) 

3.3.3. Assumption Validation 

In this section, we quantify the PEI distribution difference resulting from two 

proton beams, with 47 and 51 spills, respectively. This difference is the largest error 

that the model assumption can cause. Using the result of derivation, the PEI 

distributions at the end of proton beam for each beam are: 
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Thus, the largest error is about 0.86 %, which is small and negligible. 

3.4. GATE simulation 

GATE is a MC simulation package developed by the OpenGATE collaboration, 

to provide a free and general-purpose simulation tool for PET. GATE utilizes well-

validated physics models from the GEANT4 simulation toolkit and provides 

sophisticated system modeling tools and visualization components. Furthermore, its 

features have been kept improving over the years [77], including speed-up option, 

dose calculation for radiotherapy, and optical physics modeling. Thus, GATE has 
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been widely used to assist the design and development of new PET prototype 

systems [34, 78, 79] and to model convention systems [80]. 

3.4.1.  Simulation Setup 

In this study, we use the latest version, GATE V6.2, to simulate the detection 

of positron activity from PEI by the prototype. The simulation setup involves system 

configuration, sources, physics models, and electronics models. The system 

configuration is set to the same as the prototype. Figure 3.4 shows the system 

configuration implemented in GATE. Sources are the PEI whose distributions are 

derived by the analytical method. Physics models include Compton scattering, 

Rayleigh scattering, ionization, and positron-electron annihilation. The electronics is 

ideal: the data acquisition system has no dead time and the detection efficiency is 

infinite. 
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Figure 3.4: PET detectors and PMMA phanotm in GATE simulation. The blue 

boxes are detector modules, the grey cylinder is the PMMA phantom, and the 

red lines are LORs from positron-electron annihilations. 

3.4.2. Modeling of DOI Measurement 

One important capability of the prototype is the measurement of depth-of-

interaction (DOI) by dual-end readout electronics [81]. The measurement involves 

several physics processes: scintillation, photon transportation within crystal, 

photon reflection on a crystal surface, photoelectric effect of photon sensors. It is 

difficult to model these physics processes, especially photon reflection on a crystal 

surface [82, 83]. In addition, simulating the entire physics phenomenon is time-

consuming. 

In this study, another approach is utilized to simulate the DOI measurement. 

Specifically, we simulate the location of the scintillation between a gamma photon 
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and a crystal detector and record the location as an accurate DOI. In terms of DOI 

measurement, the rest physics processes blur the accurate DOI.  To avoid simulating 

these processes and keep the blurring, we apply the blurring to the accurate DOI 

numerically. The blurring is assumed to be Gaussian with a 5mm FWHM, the same 

as the prototype’s DOI resolution.  

3.4.3.  Modeling of Rotational Configuration  

 Another feature of the prototype system is the rotational configuration. The 

prototype is rotated nine times to collect a full-tomographic data. The nine acquired 

data sets are different because of residue isotopes and system performance.  

The time gap between two consecutive rotations is 20-30 min, which is 

comparable to the half-life of 11C (20 min). Consequently, about half of the 11C from 

the previous proton irradiation remain in the phantom when the new proton 

irradiation starts. These residue isotopes contribute to the current data set. It 

results in different numbers of coincidence events in different data sets, making the 

angle sampling uneven.  

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the system performance was different for 

different angles because of neutron damage. In studying the mechanism of neutron 

damage, we recognize that mathematically modeling the effects of damage is 

difficult, as well as simulating them with MC methods.  

To correct the effect of residue isotopes and system performance, different 

weights were assigned to data from different angles in processing the measured 
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data. In the simulation however, ideal conditions are assumed (i.e., identical 

conditions for all nine angles, with no residual isotopes and unaltered system 

performance). 

3.5. Summary 

To fully utilize available analytical models and Monte Carlo simulation 

packages, a three-step MC simulation procedure has been developed and 

implemented for “in-beam” PET imaging. The assumptions, processes and models of 

the procedure are discussed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Development of Data Processing and 

Analysis Tools 

4.1. Overview 

This chapter focuses on the development of data processing and analysis 

tools. First, the range acquisition data are divided into two groups according to the 

acquisition time. The second part is about a new method of activity range (AR) 

measurement. In Chapter 2, a "Crystal-layer" method was developed to estimate the 

activity range (AR) as well as a scheme for adjusting the position of the PMMA 

phantom.  Although the method is efficient, its accuracy is poor.  In this chapter, a 

new and more accurate method for estimating the AR is proposed called the “Image-

based” method.  This method estimates the AR from the reconstructed image of the 

positron activity distribution. The method has three important parameters, which 

are selected based on their impact on the accuracy of AR measurement. 
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4.2. Two Data Groups 

The PET prototype system acquired the range-acquisition data from the 

onset of proton irradiation to 5 min post irradiation. Figure 4.1 (a) shows a typical 

count histogram of the range-acquisition data. According to the acquisition time, the 

data are divided into two groups: the “in-beam” data, acquired during proton 

irradiation, and the “post-beam” data acquired after proton irradiation.  

 

Figure 4.1: Count histogram of  measured data. (a) Overall count histogram; 

(b)  Zoomed view of count histogram (the in-beam data). 

The coincidences in the spikes of the in-beam data (Figure 4.1 (b)) are mainly 

random coincidences that are contributed from prompt gamma rays [4]. It is 

necessary to remove these coincidences from the in-beam data. A simple count-

height threshold method has been used to locate the boundaries of spikes. Both 

boundaries of each spike are further expanded outwards 0.1 s from the center of the 

spike to further remove the random coincidence events from prompt gamma rays. 

To set a reasonable threshold, we examined all the count histograms and set the 
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threshold at the level of 100 counts per 0.1 sec (Figure 4.2). Using this method, all 

the spikes were found and the coincidences inside the spikes were removed. 

 

Figure 4.2: An example of threshold setting and spike boundary finding. See 

text for details. 

After the removal, the energy spectra of the in-beam and post-beam data are 

shown Figure 4.3. Both spectra are about the same except different total counts. A 

350-650 KeV energy window was applied to both spectra to remove scatter 

coincidence events. The numbers of coincidence events of the in-beam and post-

beam data are 33,000 and 203,000, respectively. 
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Figure 4.3: Energy Spectra of the in-beam (a) and the post-beam (b) data. Two 

spectra are the same except statistical difference.  

4.3. Image Reconstruction 

A number of image reconstruction algorithms have been proposed [58, 84-

87]. Usually an iterative algorithm is preferred over an analytical algorithm because 

the iterative algorithm includes models about physics processes and the statistical 

noise.  

Simply speaking, the iterative algorithm solves the following inverse problem 

using iterative methods:  

              (4.1) 

where y is the coincidence events, x is the positron activity distribution (PAD), and A 

is the system matrix, which incorporates models of crystal detectors, system 

configuration, photon scatter and image blurring.  
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4.3.1. System Matrix 

The system matrix is usually large, thus the computation of the system 

matrix is time-consuming. To simplify the computation and reduce the storage 

space, Mumcuoglu et al [88] proposed to a decomposition of the system matrix A 

into several sub-matrixes. Specifically, 

                      (4.2) 

where ADE is the crystals’ detection efficiency matrix; ADS is the crystal scatter matrix 

representing the inter-scattering between neighboring crystals; AS is the sensitivity 

matrix indicating the probability of a LOR generated at a certain location of field of 

view (FOV) being detected by the PET scanner; and AIB is the image blurring matrix. 

These matrixes are sparse or diagonal. Thus, this decomposition saves computation 

time and storage space. This approach [88] is adopted in our study, where ADE is 

obtained from a point source measurement, ADS is assumed to be an identity matrix, 

and AIB is assumed to be isotropic and Gaussian with a 1.7 mm full width at half 

maximum (FWHM), the same as the system resolution.  

The sensitivity matrix is usually obtained by direct measurement with a 

point source [89, 90], or by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [91]. Both methods can 

provide an accurate sensitivity matrix AS. However, to utilize these methods in a way 

that achieves satisfactory accuracy, very large measurement times (direct method) 

or simulation times (MC method) are necessary. In addition, the direct 
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measurement requires a small point source and an accurate 3D linear stage, which 

is beyond our capability.  

4.3.2. Analytical Method for Sensitivity Matrix 

To calculate the sensitivity matrix numerically and efficiently, our group has 

previously developed an analytical method [92] that is applicable in the current 

study. This analytical method assumes ideal crystals and modules: crystals are 

closely packed and the stopping power of cerium-doped lutetium yttrium 

orthosilicate (LYSO) crystal is infinite. This assumption however, is not valid for our 

prototype since the reflectors between crystals create a gap and LYSO's stopping 

power is finite. Consequently, modifications to our analytical method have been 

made that include a fine system configuration. Specifically, the gap between 

neighboring crystals is now 0.05 mm and the gap between neighboring crystal 

modules is 1.3 mm. In addition, an exponential model is adopted for the LYSO 

crystal stopping power, where the exponential index (μ) is set to 0.09 mm-1 [93]. 

While in the original method the weight of each LOR is set to 1, in the new method it 

is:  

     (        )(        )    (4.3) 

where l1 and l2 are the path lengths of two photons within two crystal detectors, 

respectively. 
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The new analytical method is used to generate a sensitivity matrix AS.  As a 

reference, a second sensitivity matrix is generated from an MC simulation. The 

analytical method takes one hour while the MC simulation takes 72 hours 

approximately. Both sensitivity matrixes have similar structure (Figure 4.4), which 

demonstrates the new analytical method is reliable. Furthermore, it captures the 

fine details of the matrix, such as the bright cross at coronal and sagittal views. 

These details are due to the gaps between crystal modules. Meanwhile, these details 

are corrupted by statistical noise in the MC simulation, meaning the simulation time 

(72 hours) is not sufficient. Thus with regard to computation time and accuracy, the 

new analytical method is considered superior to the MC simulation method. 

 

Figure 4.4: Sensitivity matrixes from the new analytical method (top) and MC 

simulation (bottom). 
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4.3.3. Implementation of MLEM algorithm 

Supplied with the system matrix, an iterative algorithm can be used to solve 

the inverse problem through iterations. Maximum Likelihood Expectation 

Maximization (MLEM) [86, 94] and Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization 

(OSEM) [95] are two popular iterative algorithms. OSEM is developed from MLEM. It 

can improve the reconstruction speed given a sufficient number of coincidence 

events [96]. But the coincidence events acquired by the prototype are limited in this 

study. Thus, the MLEM was chosen to reconstruct the positron activity distribution 

(PAD). Details of the implementation of the MLEM algorithm follow.  

Assuming the positron activity distribution f is discretized into J voxels (j=1, 

2, 3, … , J), fj is the integral of positron activity within the voxel j, the system has I 

possible LORs, and the number of acquired coincidence events is M, the iteration in 

MLEM is:  

      
    

  
 

∑    
 
   

∑
   

  
 

 
       (4.4) 

      
  ∑      

  
        (4.5) 

where k is the iteration index and aij is the element of the system matrix. 

Figure 4.5 shows an image of PAD from the post-beam range-acquisition data 

using 3 MLEM iterations. For convenience, fj is converted into f(x, y, z), where x, y, 

and z are the Cartesian coordinators. 
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Figure 4.5: Reconstructed Image of Positron Activity Distribution. The blue 

cylindrical region of interest (ROI) is drawn to measure the AR. The iteration 

number is 3. The FOV is 40×40×28 mm3. 

4.4. Activity Range Definition 

Following a general definition [2], AR is defined as the location where the 

activity is 50% of the maximum value in the activity distribution curve (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6: The Definition of Activity Range. The curve is normalized. 

4.5. Region of Interest Based Activity Range Measurement 

A straightforward method to measure the AR from the image is to extract the 

axial activity distribution at the center ( (     )) (the green arrow in Figure 4.5) 

and to calculate the AR based on the axial activity distribution curve. However, we 

find such a curve is noisy, which results in an unstable AR. In this study, we extract a 

cylindrical region of interest (ROI) around the center (the blue area in Figure 4.5) 

and sum up to a less noisy axial activity distribution curve, 

         ( )  ∑  (     )            (4.6) 
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where r is the radius of the cylinder ROI. Obviously,       ( ) depends on r, so does 

the AR. 

Because the curve is discrete, we use a linear curve to fit part of the mid-

region of distal edge of       ( ) , specifically, the five data points closest to 50% of 

the maximum value. Then from the linear curve, we calculate the AR. Figure 4.7 

shows an example of the linear curve fitting with            . It demonstrates 

that a linear curve can model the mid-region of the distal edge well. 

 

Figure 4.7: An example of linear curve fitting to find the AR. 
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The sigmoid curve is also tested. Because the sigmoid curve has more 

parameters to fit than the linear curve, it takes longer time to fit but yields almost 

the same result as the one from the linear curve. Thus, through this study, the linear 

curve is used exclusively. 

4.6. Parameter Selection 

In the data processing and analysis, it is necessary to select three important 

parameters to achieve the best AR measurement, including the coincidence time 

window, the iteration number of MLEM algorithm, and the radius of ROI. Image and 

axial activity distribution curve are used to select these parameters. A wide range of 

each parameter is chosen and each value inside the range is examined to obtain its 

impact on the two metrics. When one’s impact is investigated, the rest of them are 

set to the default values.  Their default values are listed in Table 4.1. For the 

parameter selection, the post-beam data are used. 

  

Parameter Default Value 

Coincidence Time Window 12 ns 

Iteration Number 3 

Averaging Radius 2.5 mm 

Table 4.1: Default values for three important parametes in the image-based 

method. 
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4.6.1. Coincidence Time Window 

In the experiment, the prototype system collected the coincidence data with 

the width of coincidence time window set at 50 ns in order to collect both true and 

random coincidence for calculating the true/random coincidence ratio. In the data 

processing, a 12 ns width of coincidence time window is selected for selecting true 

coincidence events, with a typical distribution as shown in Figure 4.8. In general, the 

center of the distribution is around 1 ns when fitted with a Gaussian curve. To 

investigate the impact of the width of coincidence time window on image and its 

axial activity distribution, we set the width to 4, 8, and 12 ns. 
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Figure 4.8: The Spectrum of Coincidence Time. The prototype aquired 

coincidences with coincidence time less than 12 ns. 

Figure 4.9 shows the reconstructed images using different coincidence time 

windows (and thus different numbers of coincidence events selected), and Figure 

4.10 shows the corresponding axial activity distributions. These images and axial 

activity distributions are almost the same except slight variations near the peak (the 

bright area in the image), indicating that the width of the coincidence time window 

from 4 to 12 ns has little impact to the image quality and AR measurement. Thus, the 

width of the coincidence time is chosen to be 12 ns. 
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Figure 4.9: Reconstructed images with different coincidence time windows. 

Left to right are transverse, coronal and sagittal views. Top to bottom are with 

4, 8, and 12 ns coincidence time window width, respectively. The FOV is 

40×40×28 mm3. 
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Figure 4.10: Axial activity distributions using different coincidence time 

windows. Coincidence time windows have little impact on the axial activity 

distribution. 

4.6.2.  Iteration Number 

Iteration number in an iterative algorithm is an important parameter [97]. 

Sufficient iteration number is needed in order to have a converged image. On the 

other hand, increased iteration number leads to increased noise propagation and 

degrades image quality, as well as increases reconstruction time (although in 

general this is a minor concern with relatively small size of dataset acquired from 

the proton therapy imaging). 
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In this study, we try through a range of iteration numbers (from 1 to 30) to 

find the optimal one. As shown in the Figure 4.11, three to five iterations generate 

visually the best image quality. Less iteration leads to a non-convergent image, 

while more iteration increases image noise and degrades image quality. Figure 4.12 

shows the dependence of axial activity distribution with respect to the iteration 

number. Although the contours of these distributions are more or less the same, 

except the one with one iteration, these distributions tend to be noisier when 

iteration number increases. Thus, the iteration number is selected to be 3. 

 

Figure 4.11: The Coronal views of images reconstructed from different 

iteration numbers. 
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Figure 4.12: Axial activity distribution measured from images shown in Figure 

4.11. See text for details. 

4.6.3.  Radius of ROI 

A cylindrical ROI is used to select the image data to generate axial activity 

distribution (Figure 4.5). The radius of the ROI may potentially impact the AR 

measurement. Different ROI radius values (from 1 mm to 10 mm) are chosen to 

study this potential impact. Figure 4.13 shows the axial activity distribution curves 

with different ROI radiuses. Similar to the coincidence time window, ROI radius 

doesn’t change the shape of curves significantly. For convenience, the ROI radius is 

selected to be 2.5 mm, the same value as the collimated proton beam radius. 
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Figure 4.13: Axial activity distributions with different ROI radius. 

4.7. Summary 

In the chapter, the data are divided into two groups: in-beam and post-beam. 

Then an image-based method is developed to measure the AR from the 

reconstructed image of positron activity distribution, with an improved analytical 

algorithm to calculate the sensitivity matrix. At last, we select the three important 

parameters of the image-based method, coincidence time window, iteration number 

of MLEM algorithm, and radius of ROI, based on their impact on image quality and 

the axial activity distribution. 
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Chapter 5 

Results of Activity Range 

Measurement 

5.1. Overview 

This chapter presents the result of AR measurement, using the measured and 

simulated in-beam and post-beam data, with the crystal-layer and image-based 

methods. 

5.2. Activity Range Measurement with the Crystal-layer Method 

The crystal-layer method is a 1D projection method of the acquired counts 

from direct crystal layers with respect to the PET axis. It is the easiest method to 

estimate the AR without involving data corrections and image reconstruction. 

Although its accuracy of AR measurement is usually not as good as the image-based 
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method, it is a fast and convenient method that measures the AR with the data 

acquired from detectors at any acquisition angle.  

This method was applied to measure the AR value from the measured in-

beam and post-beam data. Figure 5.1 (a) shows the results from the in-beam data of 

all nine separated acquisitions. All axial count distributions have the similar 

characteristic distal fall-off edges. The crystal layer that contained the 50 % of the 

maximum counts (including background) was defined as the AR layer. For all the 

nine datasets, the number of AR layers is either 7 or 8 (Figure 5.1 (b)), 

corresponding to 183.2 and 185.2 mm depth inside the phantom, respectively. 

Similarly, the count distributions of the post-beam data also have the similar distal 

fall-off edges (Figure 5.2 (a)) and the number of AR layers is also either 7 or 8 

(Figure 5.2 (b)).  

Because of the lower count statistics, the axial count distributions of the in-

beam data tend to be lower and noisier than those of the post-beam data. Thus, the 

number of AR layer estimated from the in-beam axial count distribution has larger 

variations than that estimated with the post-beam data. It demonstrates the count 

statistics is important for measurement precision: high count statistics improves the 

measurement precision. 
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Figure 5.1: Results of the in-beam data with the crystal-layer method. (a) The 

axial count distributions. These nine curves are calculated from the nine data 

sets of the in-beam range-acquisition data. (b) The numbers of AR layers for 

the nine data sets. Estimated from the axial count distribution, the number of 

AR layer is the layer whose count is 50 % of the maximum.  

 

Figure 5.2: Results of the post-beam data with the crystal-layer method. (a) 

The axial count distributions. (b) The numbers of AR layers. Because of high 

statistics, the distributions are less noisy and higher than those with the in-

beam data. Consequently, the number of AR layer has less variation.  
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5.3. Activity Range Measurement with the Image-based Method 

5.3.1. Activity Range from the In-beam Data 

Figure 5.3 shows the reconstructed images of the positron activity 

distributions from the measured and simulated in-beam data. Both images are 

similar: they have the distal edge of the positron activity distribution that the 

phantom experiment (See Chapter 2) is designed to acquire. The bright regions in 

the coronal and sagittal views represent the peak of positron activity distribution 

(which is a volume in 3D case) and the activity level gradually decreases along the 

propagation direction of proton beam until it reaches the background activity level 

(the dark region in the coronal and sagittal views). The axial activity distributions 

(Figure 5.4) measured from the images also demonstrate both experiment and 

simulation obtain a relatively good distal edge, based on which the activity range 

(AR) is measured. The AR values from the measured and simulated in-beam data are 

186.0 mm and 186.7 mm, respectively. Thus, considering the Monte Carlo 

simulation as a reference, the prototype can yield a satisfactory image of positron 

activity distribution and its AR measurement accuracy is better than 1.0 mm. This 

high accuracy demonstrates the feasibility of using the prototype PET to measure 

the AR using the in-beam data only.   

However, there is some difference between the measured and simulated 

positron activity distribution. The measured image (Figure 5.3) is noisier than the 

simulated one. In particular, the bright region in the measured image is distorted. 

Also, the background of the measured axial activity distribution is higher than that 
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of the simulated one. These differences are due to the random coincident events 

from gamma rays emitted from single gamma-decay isotopes, which was not 

included in the simulation. These random coincidences corrupt the image quality by 

adding non-uniform noise.  

 

Figure 5.3: Reconstructed images of positron activity distributions from the 

in-beam data. The top and bottom rows are with the measured and simulated 

data. From left to right are transverse, coronal and sagittal views, respectively. 

The FOV is 40×40×28 mm3. The two black arraws indicate the propagation 

direction of proton beam. The coronal and sagittal view shows that both 

images have the distal edge of the positron acitivity distribution, from the 

peak (bright region) to the background (the dark region in the upper part of 

coronal and sagittal view). 
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Figure 5.4: Axial activity distributions from the measured and simulated in-

beam data. The axial activity distributions are calculated from the images 

(Figure 5.3) with the image-based method. Because of the random coincidence 

from single gamma decay isotopes, the measured distribution is noisier and 

has a high background than the simulated one. 

5.3.2. Activity Range from the Post-beam Data 

The post-beam data that had 203, 000 coincidence events were also 

processed by the image-based method, similar to the in-beam data (33,000 

coincidence events). The reconstructed images of positron activity range are shown 

in Figure 5.5. Although with the similar shapes and characteristics of images, the 

images from the post-beam data are less noisy than those with the in-beam data. For 

the image with the measured post-data, the activity distribution within the bright 

region (the peak of distal edge) is smooth, close to the one from the simulated data. 
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The axial activity distributions with the post-beam data (Figure 5.6) are also 

smoother than those from the in-beam data (Figure 5.4).  The AR values from the 

measured and simulated post-beam data are 186.1 mm and 186.5 mm, respectively. 

Regarding the simulated value as a reference, the AR measurement accuracy with 

the post-beam data is 0.4 mm, better than that with the in-beam data (0.7 mm). 

Thus, the counts statistics is important for high image quality and accurate AR 

measurement.  

 

Figure 5.5: Reconstructed images of positron activity distributions from the 

post-beam data. The top and bottom rows are with the measured and 

simulated data. From left to right are transverse, coronal and sagittal views, 

respectively. Compared with the in-beam data (Figure 5.3), the post-beam 

yield better images, which capture a smooth distal edge of positron acitivty 

distribution. It demonstrates the count statistics is important for improving 

image quality.  
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Figure 5.6: Axial activity distributions from the measured and simulated post-

beam data.  Compared with the distributions with the in-beam data (Figure 

5.4), these distributions are more smooth and the background with the 

measured distribution is lower. 

Another difference between the in-beam and post-beam data is the activity 

level of the background. The one with the measured post-beam data (Figure 5.6) is 

lower than the one with the measured in-beam data (Figure 5.4), while the one with 

the simulated post-beam data is relatively the same as the one with the simulated 

in-beam data. This is due to the fact that single gamma decay was generated during 

proton irradiation (when the measured in-beam data was acquired) so that the 
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number of random coincidences from single gamma-decay isotopes in the measured 

in-beam data is larger than that in the measured post-beam data. 

5.4. Discussion 

Although the results indicate very accurate AR measurements with both the 

in-beam and post-beam data, as compared to simulated results, there are several 

technical issues that need to be aware of and addressed in the future studies:  

 These results are still preliminary, and the experimental setup is simplistic 

with a uniform and simple geometric phantom irradiated by mono-energetic 

collimated proton beams. More studies with different phantom material 

compositions, geometries, and patterns need to be studied in the future. 

Nevertheless, this initial in-beam PET study provides very encouraging results and 

should set the basis leading to more clinically relevant investigations.  

 The divided in-beam and post-beam data analyses are mainly for 

investigating the potential impact of prompt gamma rays during the in-beam 

acquisition and the contribution of other fast decay positron emission isotopes 

(such as 8B ) to the AR measurement by checking the difference between images and 

AR values obtained from the two different data groups. In practice, the two data 

groups can be combined to increase the count statistics when the variations 

between the two data groups are small.  

 Due to the limitations of current PET prototype (such as dual rotating 

detectors and limited FOV), it is challenging to repeat the lengthy and complicated 
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study in a busy clinical proton therapy center. Thus, the experiment study hasn’t 

investigated the repeatability and the stability of the AR measurement (in particular 

the image-based method) using the prototype, which is also important to assess the 

value of the in-beam PET imaging method. The accuracy and precision study of the 

AR measurement with the current prototype configuration will be described in the 

next chapter.   

 Overall, our study has shown that for PET image-based proton beam range 

measurement the critical parameter impacting image quality and AR measurement 

accuracy is count statistics. Therefore, it is important to increase the PET system 

sensitivity so that sufficient image quality can be achieved even though the total 

number of coincident gamma rays emitted from positron emission isotopes is not 

high. Background activities from single gamma-decay isotopes (other than positron 

emission isotopes) are difficult to filter using the PET system itself.  This is one 

source of error in AR measurement and its correction needs to be investigated in the 

future.   

5.5. Summary 

This chapter has presented the result of AR measurement. Two methods 

have been applied to obtain the AR from the coincidence data. First, both methods 

demonstrate count statistic is critical for accurate AR measurement. Second, Results 

with the crystal-layer method show that though the accuracy of this method is not 

high, it is efficient. With nine datasets acquired at nine acquisition angles, this 

method demonstrates the repeatability of using the prototype to estimate the AR. 
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Third, the image-based method is used to investigate the AR difference between the 

in-beam and post-beam data, between the measured and simulated data. The 

measured and simulated data yield similar positron activity distributions. The high 

accuracies (better than 1 mm) of AR measurement using the PET prototype 

(summarized in Table 5.1) demonstrate the feasibility of AR measurement by the 

PET prototype with the in-beam PET imaging method.  

    

Data Group  Measured AR Simulated AR AR Accuracy 

In-Beam 186.0 186.7 0.7 

Post-Beam 186.1 186.5 0.4 

Table 5.1: The Summary of AR (mm) measurement result with the image-

based method. Regarding the simulated result as a reference, the AR accuracy 

with the in-beam and post-beam data is better than 1.0 mm. It demonstrates 

the feasibility of AR measurement using the PET prototype system with the in-

beam PET imaging method. 
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Chapter 6 

Further Studies of the Activity Range 

Measurement with Monte Carlo 

Simulation 

6.1. Overview 

This chapter describes the studies based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to 

further understand the impact of physical factors that affect the results of activity 

range (AR) measurement. Two such major factors are studied on their impact to the 

AR measurement: the contributions of different positron emission isotopes to the 

overall positron activity distribution over acquisition time, and the PET system 

sensitivity to image quality and measured AR values.  

The overall positron activity distribution measured by PET imaging is the 

sum of positron activities of many individual positron emission isotopes. It is 

important to investigate the contribution of each isotope to the overall positron 
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activity distribution and the AR measurement (the image-based method). Moreover, 

positrons are generated through positron emission decay, and the decay rate of a 

particular positron emission isotope is determined by the isotope’s half-life time. 

Since different isotopes have different half-life times, the contributions from these 

isotopes to the overall positron activity distribution are time-dependent.  

PET system sensitivity is critical to the PET imaging and thus AR 

measurement. It is important to understand the benefits of high system sensitivity 

to the AR measurement in order to understand and guide the in-beam PET design 

and development.   

6.2.  Individual Isotope’s Contribution to Positron Activity 

Distribution 

6.2.1. Identifying Important Positron Emission Isotopes 

Proton-induced nuclear reactions generate many types of positron emission 

isotopes. Since the nuclear cross sections of these isotopes are different, their spatial 

distributions are also different. We used the MNCPX package to simulate the proton-

nuclei interaction induced by irradiations inside the PMMA phantom to generate the 

distributions of these isotopes. Figure 6.1 shows the production probabilities of 

various positron emission radioisotopes along the central axis of the PMMA 

phantom. The production probabilities of these isotopes vary in several magnitudes. 

Based on the abundance of these isotopes, we can select those isotopes with the 
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most dominant contributions to the overall positron activity and the activity range 

(AR). 

 

Figure 6.1: The probability distributions of proton Emission isotopes along the 

central axis of the PMMA phantom. The grey area is the FOV of the PET 

prototype. Positron emission isotopes have different spatial distributions, 

which vary by several orders of magnitude. 

We calculated the “composite” percentage of each isotope inside the FOV, 

ranging from 170 mm to 200 mm of phantom depth (Figure 6.2). The combined 

percentage of the isotopes shown in Figure 6.2 is greater than 99.9 %. Furthermore, 

we can also neglect 8B, 10C, and 14O as well because of their low percentages. 

Besides the abundance, the half-life time is also important. The half-life time 

of 11C, 12N, 13N, and 15O, are 20 min, 11 ms, 10 min and 2 min, respectively. The half-

life time of 12N (11 ms) was much shorter than the intermediate time of 1.5 sec 

between beam spills, so almost all 12N had decayed away at the end of each spill and 
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contributed little to the detected coincidence events that were used to reconstruct 

the positron activity distribution. Therefore, we selected 11C, 13N, and 15O as 

important isotopes in our studies, which agreed well with other published studies 

[2, 98]. 

 

Figure 6.2: Calculated Percentages of diffeent isotope abundances inside the 

selected PET FOV. The number of seven isotopes listed in the figure is 99.9 % 

greater than the number of all isotopes in Figure 6.1. 

6.2.2. Important Positron Emission Isotopes’ Activity and Range 

We simulated the positron activity from 11C, 13N, and 15O separately, with 

GATE simulation package based on the same experimental system setup. Sufficient 
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number of coincidence events (~ 2 million) was simulated and acquired to reduce 

the statistic noise. The image-based method was used to reconstruct the image of 

positron activity distribution and measure the AR of each isotope.  

Figure 6.3 shows the reconstructed PET images of these three positron 

emission isotopes and Figure 6.4 shows the corresponding axial activity 

distributions. The largest difference among the AR values is 5.49 mm. It indicates 

that there are substantial differences in contributing to the overall positron activity 

distribution and AR from different isotopes. Since the production probabilities of 

these isotopes are material-dependent, it also confirms that the AR is material- and 

composition-dependent even with the same proton beam.  
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Figure 6.3: Reconstructed images of positron activity distributions from 11C, 
13N, and 15O (from top to bottom). The FOV is 40×40×28 mm3. These PET 

reconstructed images confirm positron activity distributions from different 

isotopes have large differences. 
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Figure 6.4: Axial activity distributions and activity ranges of 11C, 13N, and 15O. 

These distributions are calculated from the images in Figure 6.3 with the 

image-based method. The upper right corner shows the AR with each 

individual isotope. The largest AR difference is 5.49 mm, which is between 11C 

and 13N. 

6.2.3. Time-dependent Contribution 

The overall positron activity was the sum of positron activities from all 

positron emission isotopes. Thus, the overall AR was a weighted average of the ARs 

of all isotopes. Each weight represented the contribution of each isotope to the 

overall AR. 
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The weight, however, is difficult to quantify in most situations when multiple 

isotopes co-exist. To solve this problem, the weight is represented by the positron 

activity of each isotope, which is positively correlated with the weight of each 

isotope and simple to calculate. Generally, if one kind of isotope has high positron 

activity, its weight is large and the contribution of this isotope is important. Because 

the positron activity is time-dependent, the weight is also time-dependent. So is the 

contribution of the isotope.   

Using the analytical model (See Chapter 3), we derived the time-dependent 

positron activity based on each isotope’s distribution. Figure 6.5 shows the positron 

activities of three selected isotopes over time. The positron activity from 11C 

dominates with a 70% contribution to the overall activity. Likewise, the 

contribution of 11C to overall AR was highly significant.  

In addition, the contribution of 11C to the overall positron activity increased 

over acquisition time, while contribution from 15O or 13N decreased or roughly 

remained the same, implying that the contribution of 11C to the overall AR became 

more important over the detection time. 
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Figure 6.5: Percentage changes of 11C, 13N, and 15O activities over acquisition 

time. They are calculated from the probability distributions (Figure 6.1) and 

isotopes’ half-life time. 11C is the most dominating one and becomes more 

dominating with increased acquisition time. 

6.3. Improvement of AR Measurement with High Count Statistics 

The results in Chapter 5 have demonstrated both PET image quality and the 

accuracy of AR measurement are strongly related to the number of coincidence 

events acquired. Since the dose of proton beam is limited, the viable way to increase 

the number of counts is either to have higher PET system sensitivity or acquire 

longer time, or both. In general, there is limitation on the PET acquisition time, in 

particular for in-beam PET imaging, due to the needs of throughput and 
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minimization of biological washout and patient motion artifacts. Therefore, higher 

system sensitivity becomes critically important when relative shorter imaging time 

is permitted.   

6.3.1. Monte Carlo Simulation 

To simplify the simulation process, we increased the positron activity while 

kept the same system geometry (hence the system sensitivity) and acquisition time 

(5 min). Specifically, we increased the positron activity by 2, 5, and 10 times, and 

investigated the accuracy and precision of AR measurement with 30 repeated post-

beam image-based studies. The same processes and parameters of simulation, data 

process, image reconstruction and analysis were applied.   

6.3.2. Results 

Figure 6.6 shows the images of positron activity distributions with different 

positron activity intensities. It is clear that the image quality improves with the 

increase of positron activity intensity (thus increased coincidence counts acquired). 
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Figure 6.6: Reconstructed images with different positron activity intensities. 

From top to bottom, the activity intensities are 1, 2, 5, and 10. With increased 

activity intensities, the images become smooth, with a clear distal edge 

including the peak (bright region) and the background.  
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We calculated the mean and standard deviation of ARs from 30 images for 

four activity intensities. Figure 6.7 shows the AR histogram and Table 6.1 shows the 

mean and standard deviation of AR. The mean of AR is more or less independent of 

the activity intensity while the precision (standard deviation) improves with 

increased activity intensity.  

 

Figure 6.7: Histograms of ARs with Different Activity Intensities. (a), (b), (c), 

and (d) are with activity intensities, 1, 2, 5, and 10, respectively. With 

increased activity intensities, the ARs have less variation. 
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Activity Level Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

1 186.72 0.18 

2 186.73 0.12 

5 186.71 0.06 

10 186.71 0.05 

Table 6.1: Activity Range (mm) Measured with Different Positron Activity 

Intensities. With increased activity intensities, the accuracy (mean) of AR 

measurement remain roughly the same, while the precision (std) of AR 

measurement is improved. 

6.4. Conclusion 

The first study presented in this chapter investigates the contribution to 

overall the positron activity distribution from different positron emission isotopes. 

The results show that 11C dominates and becomes progressively more dominant 

with increased detection time. The second study shows that the count statistics is 

critically important to the image quality and the precision of AR measurement, 

indicating that the high system sensitivity is required for image-based AR 

measurement with high accuracy and precision. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and Conclusion 

7.1. Brief Summary 

This thesis is devoted to investigate the feasibility of beam range verification 

using a prototype system by measuring the positron activity range (AR), and to 

study the accuracy and precision of AR measurement with different count statistics. 

A phantom experiment and several Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to 

study the feasibility and understand the factors that impact the AR and the accuracy 

and precision of AR measurement. 

Two methods have been developed to measure the AR from the measured 

and simulated data. 

 Crystal-layer method. This method estimates the AR from an approximated 

axial count distribution. It is mainly developed to adjust the phantom position 
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during the experiment. Although its accuracy is not high, the method is 

efficient without extra data process and image reconstruction. 

 Image-based method. This method measures the AR from a reconstructed PET 

image of positron activity distribution. A new and efficient analytical method 

has been developed to calculate the system sensitivity matrix for iterative 

image reconstruction. More accurate than the crystal-layer method, this 

method was applied to study the differences between measured and simulated 

images and ARs, with the in-beam or post-beam data. 

Based on available MC simulation packages and analytical models, a three-

step Monte Carlo simulation method has been developed. 

 It was applied to simulate the phantom experiment using the same system set-

up and provide a reference positron activity distribution and AR to compare 

with the measured results. 

 The probability distribution of each simulated positron emission isotope was 

used to investigate the time-dependent contribution from each isotope to the 

positron activity distribution. 

 This method has also been used to simulate the PET imaging with different 

count statistics, which helps to understand how increased count statistics 

improves the precision of AR measurement. 

Besides, the PET prototype system performance under proton therapy 

environment has been evaluated with a 22Na disk source. Although the system 
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performance was damaged by proton irradiation, the overall imaging performance 

wasn’t degenerated with proper data corrections. 

7.2. Conclusion 

This study demonstrates the feasibility of using a prototype PET system to 

measure the activity range and verify the beam range with in-beam PET imaging 

method. It also demonstrates that the prototype can achieve sub-millimeter AR 

measurement accuracy under the experimental setup, and the measurement 

precision is closely related to the count statistics. In addition, 11C, 13N, and 15O are 

the three most important positron emission isotopes for AR measurement, among 

which 11C dominates and becomes progressively more dominant with increased 

acquisition time. 
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